KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Paul Meldrum
Head of eLearning
Catholic Education Office
Diocese of Parramatta

Paul’s passion and focus is learning, teaching and leadership with an emphasis on technologies, particularly Web 2.0 technologies, to enhance all three areas. Paul will discuss some of the innovations that are currently happening in the classroom and suggest ways these ideas can be implemented in the tertiary sector.

Jo Kay
Jo is a freelance geek, web designer, artist and facilitator based in NSW. She has broad experience in educational technology, web development and virtual worlds. In recent years she has worked for a number of organizations supporting the research and implementation of new and innovative technologies for teaching and learning and online community building.

Jo has interests in online culture and social networking and the impacts both are having in the education sector, but also on society in general. Her current research is around virtual worlds, with a particular focus on Second Life and the possibilities that it offers for education, communication and collaboration.


OTHER SESSIONS

Other sessions will include panel discussions, overview sessions from staff within the University, poster displays and interactive displays.